
Koger & Partnerid AS   
c/o AMESTO BUSINESS PARTNERS AS   
O.J. Brochsgate 16A 5006 BERGEN 
 
 
 
Skailand Kranservice 
Ringveien 31 
4400 Flekkefjord, Norway 
Phone: (+47) 917 93211 
Mail: post@mobilcrane.com 
Web: www.mobilcrane.com 
Org. Nr. 964 624 313 mva. 
 
Att. Mr. Jorma Arukase 
+372 52 04 673 
 
It’s my pleasure to present you a estimate regarding the work to move the two tank’s we 
did inspect at Sløvåg the 11 June. 
 
I have worked out a detailed plan regarding all costs for executing the moving of tank A 
& B to the foundation in position ”Tank 4 & Tank 3”. The estimate include all 
equipment which will be necessary to move the tank’s in a secure way. It also include 
both my work and one truck with a 72 t/m crane to assist in moving all utility 
equipment. The work execute by Skailand Kranservice will be insured from any 
accident. To maintain coverage from the insurance company, the prepared plan must be 
followed at all time. 
Any elements of uncertainty will be object for stopping the work, until all uncertain 
factors are made clear. Skailand Kranservice by my self, Kenneth Skailand, will be 
responsible for all decisions that will have to be made during all operations. Before the 
skidding of the tanks starts, the area will be prepared by the employer. This include any 
required ground work and also cut out in the foundation. Considerable reinforcements 
that will be necessary if the "Cut out" is skipped, or the tanks do not hold required 
qualifications, will be execute at a normal cost-rate as extra. Skailand Kranservice also 
disclaim responsibility for any damages that have source in conditions that may not be 
controlled by Skailand Kranservice. 
 
This estimate is based on the facts that Skailand Kranservice will be 100% responsible 
for the work that is included in the agreement. A specified agreement regarding any 
details must be work out before any work is set in progress. The details regarding the 
complete job and also the payment terms, we may then enter into a contract. 
 
The estimate included the already executed inspection is NOK 576.000.- ex.vat. 
  
I hope you will find this offer of interest, and look forward to hear from you again. 
 
 
Flekkefjord 19 June 2008 
 
Best regards, Kenneth Skailand  



  
 


